CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Method of the Research

This study was applied descriptive analytic qualitative method. According to Moleong (2013, 112) said that qualitative research is research that generates and processes data that are descriptive, such as transcription of interviews, field notes, drawings, photographs, video recording, and data resources. In addition, Moleong (2013, 11) explain that in descriptive, data collected by words, drawing, and not in numeral.

Applying descriptive analytic qualitative method in the Tragedy of Julius Caesar is being effective, because the researcher taken several data (dialogues) of Cassius in the Tragedy of Julius Caesar. It analyzed based on psychological analysis.

The Approach

This research was applied psychological approach. According to Semi (in Setyaning 2011:27) psychological approach is emphasize the analysis to the literary works from intrinsic aspect, especially to the characters. This approach is important, because, the character have many experiences in tendency of psyche. It is gives a meaning that in doing psychological analysis, we knew the psychology of character based on the dialogues.

Psychological approach is chosen caused by the analysis which is focused on Cassius character which have bad character in against Caesar. It is because Cassius is
the conspirator against Caesar, provoke to his friends, traitor of country, thus, with Cassius behavior which makes Caesar death is being a motive that psychology analysis should applied.

**Technique of Collecting the Data**

Drama script of Julius Caesar is being the source of data in this study. Drama script is including in additional material, because, drama script itself become a book as well as being a personal document by Shakespeare. Moleong (2013: 159) argue that written sources is an additional material that from books, scientific magazine, archives, personal document, and formal document. Thus, the researcher uses library research to support analysis of the drama, especially in drama text. Collecting some data and information needed from the relevant books or other resources. Then reading and comprehending the data, make some indicators until make conclusion. In psychological analysis especially in TTJC, the researcher will take several dialogues of Casius from Act I until Act III that psychological analysis is applying.

In collect the data, the researcher used data card in order to collect Cassius behavior based on the drama script. Then the researcher make some indicators and choosing that important dialogues. It became categorized based on the kinds of his behavior.

**Technique of Analyzing the Data**

The purpose of research is to explain the problem statement through the application of qualitative procedures. In reporting the analysis, the researcher uses a qualitative research with qualitative data in the form of description and identification
of the text, such as words, phrases, idiom, sentences and dialogues. The approach which is used in this analysis is psychological approach. To analyze problem statement, the researcher uses some step in this study they are as follow:

1) Read and understanding precisely drama script of Julius Caesar in Act I - III only in Caesar death scene.

2) Identifying the data which make some indicators of dialogues that important in drama script by Cassius as object to analysis in psychology. For example:

   CASSIUS: “Brutus, I do observe you now of late; I have not from your eyes that gentleness And show of love as I was wont to have; You bear too stubborn and too strange a hand Over your friend that loves you.”

   Act I. Scene B. Line 119.

   This sentence is categorizing in provocation character.

3) Categorizing the data by listing some indicators of Cassius dialogues in drama script as object to analysis in psychology. By this step the researcher was easier to find out Cassius behavior in against Caesar.

4) Analyzing the data. It means that the researcher analyze the selected data with its reasons why the data supports the determination problems. The complete analysis will be reported in chapter IV as the result of this study.

5) Make a conclusion about the determination problems with applying psychology approach